Joe Bourassa, Concerned Citizen (11/29/13, 12/02/13, 12/27/13, 01/16/14,
01/20/14, 01/22/14, 01/24/14, 02/16/14 & 02/19/14)
Comment 1 (11/29/13) - I have printed out both sections of your CFWI WSP and have to
wonder what all those experts that composed those 556 pages are doing now ?? Hopefully
putting together the necessary "revised edition" that brings the base line statistics up to a
more reasonable 2012 time frame and discarding the 2005 data basis and even the 2010
Water use "projections" rather than using the 2010 actual estimate---that surely was
available well before this publication.
Comment 2 (11/29/13) - On top of that you extend the limit 25 years, rather the the
typically prescribed 20 years---WHY ??
Comment 3 (11/29/13) - Of course I am only 1/3 through the basic 225 page report but
can't help notice the tiring repetition, but that is Government. I sure hope I find your CFWI
presentation graph to the Steering Comm. that showed no increase in Total Water Use in
15 years in the Appendix's, and it's contrast to the new projections.
Comment 4 (11/29/13) - This report sure runs contrary to the USGS's most recent
[Marella 2013] report that shows that we in Fl. use 6.4 % less "Total Water" today then we
did in 1975---35 years ago !! Especially interesting is the big play on MFL's when it's
original Legislative direction and present Statute clearly indicates it only applies to
increased "Withdrawals" when your historical 1995-2010 [15 Yrs.] water use
graph indicates no Increase !! How can we have a "failure to meet a MFL" when there has
been no increased "Withdrawals ??
Comment 5 (11/29/13) - I expect to provide extensive"Public Comment" to the report
directly to you and the primary stakeholders by other than by the CFWI website manner,
which is too restrictive. Sure hope to see it on the website in the future.
Appendix Table A-21, pages 57-137 prompts a number of COMMENTS.
Comment 6 (12/02/13) - The use of such a LIGHT color at the bottom of the page's make
them virtually unreadable. Why not a Std. Black font ?
Comment 7 (12/02/13) - The Format used on those 80 pages contains so much WASTED
white space [>50%]and the use of such a VERY SMALL font makes it extremely difficult to
read by citizens, especially older ones.
Comment 8 (12/02/13) - The bulk of the Comments are from Utilities and Consultants
that are concerned about the "Projections" and their effect on their CUP's / WUP's. Ms.
Bader"s constant indication that they were not connected sure raises many questions in
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even Citizens mind's. Please clarify why the are different, yet why the new CFWI method is
superior for "Planning Purposes" ??
Comment 9 (12/02/13) - I will address to you my COMMENTS on both the Population &
Water Use issues in follow up emails but agree in general that the latest BEBR and actual
estimated Water Use should be used in this ever so important CFWI report.
Comment 10 (12/02/13) - Note; why can't I print out this comment form ??
Comment 11 (12/27/13) - It should be obvious to anyone that still thinks intelligently that
one can not possibly critique 500+ pages of this CFWI DWSP in this simplistic format.
Confounding that, there is no simple way to get a copy of what one presents here.
With both of those points in mind, I plan on sending a copy of my relevant material by USPS
to DWSP Chair Tom Bartol before the Jan. 10th deadline for inclusion in the forthcoming
"Comments" section---slated for March--- and expect to see it included there in it's complete
form.
Please respond if that is not agreeable with the stated policy ??
Comment 12 (01/16/14) - In reviewing the PS Water Use data numbers by Utilities in
your CFWI report, I first come across a number of major deviation.
1; Polk Co.---Winter Haven and Lakeland.---where your CFWI report lists the 2010
Lakeland Utility's use as 24.43 MGD while the SWFWMD lists it as 20.27, a major
discrepancy,
Winter Haven you list the 2010 use as 10.75, while SWFWMD says 9.179 MGD
2; Seminole Co.---Seminole City use on the District's website says it was for 2010, 18.3
while your CFWI indicates 20.25 MGD.
For Sanlando, CFWI indicates 10.49 while the District says 7.44 MGD.
For Sanford CFWI indicates 7.10, the District says 6.87 MGD
3; Lake Co---Lake Util, CFWI indicates 7.47, District shows 5.21 MGD
For Leesburg, CFWI says 9.121, District says 4.82 MGD
There are more, and they all point to higher CFWI uses than even the SJRWMD's reported
ones. WHY ?? Of course you might have evidence that SWFWMD sent you incorrect
data, or there is other possible error sources, [even mine?] ]BUT as the Director of that
Water Use Group, you are ultimately responsible for what the CFWI published data shows.
Please look into why these major differences exist before I submit them to the CFWI's
"Steering Group" and Media. Await hearing from you shortly !
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Comment 13 (01/20/14) - I sure understand what the report say's but want to know why
the "2010 Planning Numbers" are so much higher than the 2009 or 2010 ACTUALS ??
Since the CFWI RWSP report was not issued till 2013, It would seem to make sense that the
real 2010 numbers, available by Oct. 2010 could/should not have been substituted and
used by 2013 ??
I have put together a report of the difference between the assumed CFWI 2010 numbers
and the Actual 2010 numbers and will publish that soon. You and Tammy have so badly
managed the situation, that a redo is definitely required, and ASAP.
Of course the difference in trend, exhibited between the 2010 "Actuals" and my recently
collected 2013 numbers for PS {Utilities} sure destroys the whole direction exhibited in the
CFWI report. Of course you can just redo the report again ??

Comment 14 (01/22/14) - I thought I would put together a list of just thr SJRWMD"s
"ERRORS' that appear to be in the CFWI's data base, and give you and Tammy an
opportunity to correct any inaccuracies.
I have some of the comparable larger Utility data for SWF & SF but they are so much smaller
percentage wise than yours. As previouslyy indicated by email, I understand that you
thought you covered yourself by indicating that the numbers used for PS in that report were
"tentative", but to miss by 20+ %, always on the plus side sure might lead one to feel it was
a very positive decision to create the need for more District attention and taxpayer money
??
A full report will be forthcoming on what the 2012 & 2013 PS data from the major CFWI
Utilities actual use has been for inclusion in the Citizen Comments that have been solicited.
This attachment will be sent to the CFWI Steering Comm. & others. tomorrow if you do not
reply today !
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Comment 15 (01/24/14) - I see that the closing date for "Public Comment" has been
delayed 20 days--- hopefully so that the SJRWMD can publish the real 2010 PS Water Use
numbers in place of those previously presented in the CFWI's DWSP.
I attach a sample of the error [20 %] that was in the previous numbers, even though the
CFWI DRWSP was published in Nov. 2013, at least 1 1/2 years later than the 2010 numbers
were available.. A more complete analysis is coming.
I sure hope you Steering Committee members have enough personal integrity such that you
would never sign off on a report that had that kind of error in the most basic variable that
drives all the reports conclusions and direction. (Same attachment submitted as shown in
Comment 14.)

Comment 16 (02/16/14) - As part of the whole CFWI project there are a number of
planned projects [e.g. MFL] that are based on studies of the past rainfall pattern in setting
the "withdrawal" limits and MFL violations.
Unfortunately those studies were based on a long term "No Change" rainfall pattern that is
not a realistic evaluation of what has happened rainfall wise. I want to believe that all
individuals in the CFWI Study and Future Planning groups understand the overriding
importance of rainfall in any hydrological condition,
With that in mind and knowing that the whole MFL program was established by the
Legislature to be directed at "Withdrawals" and not the multidecadal cyclical rain
variations.as indicated by my attached graphs, it is imperative that all previous MFL studies
be re-evaluated taking into account what the many "Cumulative" rain patterns indicate for
hydrological conditions, That is especially important for those MFL's established before the
latest 2000, 2006-7 and 2000 droughts.
I believe that the attached graphs are of such overall public significance that a full size copy
of each should be part of the planned publication of the Public Comments", If a hard copy is
required just let me know tomorrow "Monday" and I will provide it.
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Comment 17 (02/19/14) - Since the District has not published it's Historic Total
FW Use by County, I thought I would send my copy on for inclusion in the CFWI "Public
Comment File" to put into perspective the CFWI's "Projections". A simple 3 pages that let's
every interested County Stakeholder or Citizen know where the latest USGS's 2013 report of
FL. Total Fresh Water Use is derived from, and why it shows that we now in 2010 use
6.6% LESS FW than we did in 1975, 35 years ago !
I await seeing the publication of these "Public comments" soon..
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Comment 18 (02/19/14) - Of course even more interesting is the Districts PS-Utility
Water Use History by Utility & County. Of course this takes a few more attachments [4] but
feel assured that the District really wants all Stakeholders and Citizens to know the
Historical PS Water use Facts to properly assess the present CSWI's "Projections". Again
await seeing these facts in the CFWI's upcoming review of it's Public Comments, expected
next month.
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